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Main goal:Construt non-abelian analogue of the Jaobian that an be usedto study the Diophantine geometry of hyperboli urves, i.e., urvesthat are uniformized by the upper half-plane.
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I. JaobiansII. Some non-abelian onstrutionsIII. The non-abelian Albanese map: pro�nite versionIV. The unipotent Albanese map and Selmer varietiesV. The non-abelian method of Chabauty (and Weil-Lang)VI. The Coates-Wiles onnetion
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I. The JaobianE=Q ellipti urve has group law determined as follows:Fix one point b 2 E(Q ) as the origin. For any P , Q, there exists arational funtion with zeros exatly at P and Q and one pole at b.P +Q is de�ned to be the other pole.
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X=Q , a hyperboli urve of genus g and b 2 X.Can try to generalize the previous disussion in a formal way byde�ning
PiX = Z[X℄=(geometri equivalene relation R)R : �i[Pi℄ � �i[Qi℄, there exists a rational funtion whose zerosare exatly the fPig and whose poles are the fQig.
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This relation is quite ompliated in general.For genus one, redues to relation between points on the urve:�ni=1Pi � (n� 1)[b℄ + [Q℄ for unique Q 2 E.Group law aounted for by the topology of a torus:X(C ) = C =�where � � C is a lattie.For higher degree equations, sum of two points will no longer be onthe urve. No group law, beause of the fat that X(C ) is aRiemann surfae of higher genus.
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But another geometri struture underlies this onstrution:For n � g, �ni=1[Pi℄ � �gi=1[Qi℄ + (n� g)[b℄for Qi unique most of the time.De�ne the Jaobian: JX = Z[X℄0=RZ[X℄0 = f�nP [P ℄ j �nP = 0g
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Then we an write PiX = JX � Zorresponding to �ni=1[Pi℄ = �ni=1([Pi℄� [b℄) + n[b℄and the assertion is that JX � Symg(X)Reets the status of JX as a kind of abelianization of X, a notion�guring prominently in the theory of motives.
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What we have desribed is the Chow onstrution of the Jaobian.There is an assoiated Albanese map:X �! JXib : x 7! [x℄� [b℄that ends up being an embedding.
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Hodge-theory onstrution:JX(C ) = H1(X(C );Z)nH0(X(C );
X(C ))�= H1(X(C );Z)nH1(X(C ); C )=F 0= Ext1MHS;Z(Z; H1(X(C );Z))as extensions in the ategory of mixed Hodge strutures.[Hodge-realization of the motivi onstrution.℄
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Albanese map: x 7! [� 7! Z xb �℄
x 7![0!H1(X(C );Z)!H1(X(C ); fb; xg;Z)!Z!0℄
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Topologial onstrution:JX = Hom(�1(X(C ); b); S1) = Hom(H1(X(C );Z); S1)= H1(X(C ); S1)as unitary haraters of the fundamental group of X(C ).Albanese map is not apparent.
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Signi�ane of Chow onstrution: Weil's algebrai theory of JX asa projetive algebrai variety.JX � Symg(X)In partiular,X de�ned over Q ) JX de�ned over Q .Importantly, if b 2 X(Q ), thenib : X,!JXis de�ned over Q .
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Thereby, X(Q ),!JX(Q );and one might attempt to study the struture of X(Q ) usingJX(Q ). Weil's main motivation for algebrai onstrution.In fat, JX(Q ) is a �nitely-generated abelian group.Frequently in�nite, beause of group struture. But points of JXare usually not points of X. Cannot be used to generate points onX.
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Mordell's onjeture: X has at most �nitely many rational points.Proved in 80's by Faltings.From our perspetive, an arithmeti manifestation ofinompatibility of group law on JX with ompliated topology ofX. Weil had attempted in his thesis to implement this idea diretlyto prove Mordell's onjeture (without suess).
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Made preise in Lang's onjeture:X(C ) \Ais �nite for any �nitely generated subgroup of JX(C ).Of ourse would imply Mordell's onjeture, but this approah wasonly implemented under the assumptionrankJX(Q ) < gby Chabauty.In general, abelian group struture of JX appears to be an intrinsiobstrution to extrating information about the points of X.
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More abstratly, problem is the abelian nature of the ategory ofmotives reeting the properties of homology. So, even in the bestof possible worlds (i.e., where all onjetures are theorems), theategory of motives misses out on fundamental objets ofarithmeti, i.e., sets X(Q ):Can attempt to replae JX (or ategory of motives) by a morere�ned objet (or ategory).
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II. Non-abelian onstrutions and vetor bundlesWeil 1938: `Generalization of abelian funtions'.`A paper about geometry disguised as a paper about analysis whosemotivation is arithmeti' (Serre).Stresses importane of developing `non-abelian mathematis' with akey role for non-abelian fundamental groups.Clearly motivated by the Mordell onjeture and the attendantneed for a `non-abelian Jaobian.'
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Chow onstrution has no natural non-abelian analogue.But there is another algebro-geometri interpretation. The linebundle onstrution:JX is the moduli spae of line bundles of degree zero on X(C ).
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This interpretation an also be viewed as a onsequene of mildlynon-linear Hodge theory.
H1(X(C ); R ),!H1(X(C ); C )!H1(X(C );OX )indues isomorphismsH1(X(C ); R ) ' H1(X(C );OX )and H1(X(C ); S1) ' H1(X(C );O�X )0
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Line bundle onstrution of Jaobian muh better than Chowonstrution for onsidering non-abelian analogue:line bundle �! vetor bundle
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Weil's generalized the Hodge-theoreti orrespondene to vetorbundles, leading eventually to work Narasimhan-Seshadri, Simpson,et., referred to as non-abelian Hodge theory.For example, the theorem of N-S:irreduible unitary representations of �1 $ stable vetor bundles ofdegree zero on X(C ).
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The N-S theorem uni�es two desiderata:-Relevane of �1;-onstrution of an objet de�ned over Q : moduli spae M(n; 0) ofvetor bundles on a urve.That is, theory of vetor bundles is a theory of fundamental groupsover Q :funtion-theoreti re�nement of the Jaobian.
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However loss of Albanese map:x 7! OX((x)� (b))No natural way to assoiate a vetor bundle to a point.[Challenge for bundle-theorists.℄
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One needn't algebraize geometrially. Topologial re�nementprovides another way to de�ne fundamental groups over Q :In fat, it is Grothendiek's theory of the �etale fundamental groupthat leads to a good theory of non-abelian Albanese maps.
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III. The non-abelian Albanese map: pro�nite versionElementary idea: inab (x) := [�1(X; b; x)℄where the image runs over a lassifying spae.A lassifying spae of prinipal bundles for the fundamental group.
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That is, �1(X; b; x) is a prinipal bundle for �1(X; b):-ation by omposition�1(X; b; x)� �1(X; b)!�1(X; b; x);-hoie of an path p 2 �1(X; b; x) determines a bijetion�1(X; b) ' �1(X; b; x)l 7! p Æ l
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�1(X; b; x) is a prinipal bundle over a point, and hene, trivial.Grothendiek's theories allow us to enrih points in various ways:

Spe(Q )Funtion-theoreti enrihment of a point.
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Using this, an distinguish rational points from generi points:X
Spe(Q )�� P

℄℄
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Topologial enrihment: The �etale topology.Spaes like Spe(Q ) or Spe(Z) are endowed now with verynon-trivial topologies that go beyond sheme theory.Open sets are �etale maps between shemes: proper �nite-to-onemaps with surjetive tangent map.
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The onneted �etale overings of Spe(Q ) are mapsSpe(F )!Spe(Q );where F is a �nite (separable) �eld extension of Q .Pro-�nite sheaves on Spe(Q ) anonially identi�ed with pro-�nitesets arrying ontinuous ation ofG = Gal( �Q =Q )via L 7! lim�!F L(Spe(F ))
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Sheaf (o)homology for the �etale topology rather well-known, withnumerous appliations: Weil onjetures, Faltings' theorem, Wilestheorem, et.Grothendiek's exoti topologies also lead to interesting homotopygroups and prinipal bundles.
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The universal pointed overing spae( ~X(C );~b)!(X(C ); b)is a prinipal �1(X; b)-bundle over X(C ). This speializes to the�1(X; b; x): ~Xb ' �1(X; b)and ~Xx ' �1(X; b; x)via lifting of paths.Important fat: Homotopy lasses of paths are realized as the �bersof the universal overing spae.
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But ~X(C )!X(C )an be approximated by systems of �nite oversXi(C )!X(C )onsisting of map of algebrai varieties.
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Example: exp(2�i(�)) : C!C �is approximated by (�)n : C �!C �Note that the approximating system is de�ned over Q .Similarly, P : C!E(C )an be approximated by [n℄ : E!E
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Even in general, there is a system( ~Xet; bet) = f(Xi; bi)gthat an be de�ned over Q , and viewed as an arithmeti universalovering spae.[In this assertion, we are using the rationality of the base-point.℄
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The �ber ~Xetb now onsists of systems of algebrai ( �Q ) points, thatare ated on by G = Gal( �Q =Q ). Still has the struture of apro-�nite group, the �etale fundamental group�et1 ( �X; b) := ~XetbFor any other point x 2 X(Q ),�et1 ( �X; b; x) := ~Xetxalso onsists of algebrai points, and is a pro-�nite prinipal bundlefor �et1 ( �X; b).
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The group and prinipal bundle arry ompatible Galois ationsreeting the fat that there are sheavesb�( ~Xet)and x�( ~Xet)on Spe(Q ) underlying these sets.[Reall: b; x : Spe(Q )!X℄
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Thus we get an arithmeti Albanese mapX(Q )!H1(G; �et1 ( �X; b))x 7! [�et1 ( �X; b; x)℄where the target is a lassifying spae for prinipal�et1 ( �X; b)-bundles on the �etale topology of Spe(Q ).For urves of genus � 1, this map is injetive!
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IV. The unipotent Albanese map and Selmer varietiesThe pro�nite version of the non-abelian Albanese map is diÆult tostudy, beause geometry has been entirely removed. Only pro�nitetopology remains.Can reinsert geometry at the level of `oeÆients' for thenon-abelian ohomology by replaing the fundamental groups bysuitable algebrai ompletions. Of ourseGeometry of the base �eld vs. geometry of oeÆientsis an important theme in arithmeti geometry.
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� �nitely-generated disrete group. C [�℄ group algebra.� : C [�℄!C [�℄ 
 C [�℄indued by  7!  
 for  2 �. Then, in fat,� = ff 2 C [�℄ : �(f) = f 
 fgi.e., � is the set of `group-like elements' in the Hopf algebra C [�℄.
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But an onsider the formally ompleted group algebraC [[�℄℄ := lim � C [�℄=Inwhere I � C [�℄ is the augmentation ideal.Then we get more group-like elements, e.g.,exp(� log())for  2 � and � 2 C .The C -pro-unipotent ompletion �u of � is the set of group-likeelements in C [[�℄℄.
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Thereby arrive at a more strutured objet:�u is a pro-algebrai group.�un := �u=(�u)(n) is an algebrai group for eah n.
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Can do this to the fundamental group:�1(X(C ); b)!�u1 (X(C ); b)getting the group generated by the holonomy of all unipotentonnetions on X(C ).[Vetor bundles lie in the bakground in the Tannakian approah.℄Also have `unipotent prinipal bundle of paths'�u1 (X(C ); b; x)obtained by push-out:�1(X(C ); b; x) ��1(X(C );b) �u1 (X(C ); b)
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Can arry out same onstrution for the �etale fundamental groupand the ompleted group ringQ p [[�et1 ( �X; b)℄℄to arrive at the Q p-pro-unipotent �etale fundamental group:�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)
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The previous lassifying spae gets replaed byH1(G; �u;Qp1 ( �X; b))Further re�nement:S: set of primes of bad redution for X.X(ZS ):set of points in the ring ZS of S-integers. (If X is ompat,then the integral points are the same as rational points.)
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The map X(Q )!H1(G; �u;Qp1 ( �X; b))x 7! [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b; x)℄;when restrited to the integral points, fators through a naturalsubspaeX(ZS ) - H1f (G; �u;Qp1 ( �X; b)) � H1(G; �u;Qp1 ( �X; b))orresponding to loal onditions satis�ed by the torsors�u;Qp1 ( �X; b; x), suh as being unrami�ed away from the primes ofbad redution and p, and being rystalline at p.[The geometry of the situation allows extension of sheaves x� ~X toSpe(ZT ), T = S [ fpg.℄
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Last ondition arises from the p-adi Hodge theory ofX �Spe(Q) Spe(Q p)Suh a ondition is probably meaningless for H1(G; �et1 ( �X; b)).The advantage of onsidering them in the unipotent setting is thatthe subspae H1f (G; �u;Qp1 ( �X; b))beomes anonially equipped with the struture of a pro-algebraivariety: The Selmer variety.
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There are �nite-dimensional quotientsH1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)obtained by onsidering quotients modulo the desending entralseries.A moduli spae of prinipal bundles!
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In fat, a tower of moduli spaes and maps:...... H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄4)H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄3)?
H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄2)?

X(ZS) -
--- H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄1)?

re�ning the map at the bottom (whih has a lassial interpretationin Kummer theory).
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End up with diagrams:X(ZS ) - X(Zp)

H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)? - H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)?

involving a loal version of the lassifying spae on the lower righthand orner, with Gp = Gal( �Q p=Q p).Vertial maps are all of the formx 7! [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b; x)℄obtained from the previous one by pushing out prinipal bundles.The unipotent Albanese map.
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The loal lassifying spaeH1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)has the struture of a p-adi symmetri spae,

H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n) ' UDRn =F 0and the map X(Zp)!UDRn =F 0is obtained by p-adi iterated integrals.
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V. The non-abelian method of Chabauty (and Weil-Lang)Dimension hypothesis:dimH1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n) < dimH1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)for n suÆiently large.
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Theorem 0.1 Let X be a urve and supposedimH1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n) < dimH1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)for some n. Then X(ZS ) is �nite.Theorem is intimately related to non-abelian nature of thefundamental groups and the orresponding non-linearity of thelassifying spaes.
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Idea of proof: (1) X(Zp)!H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)is �nite-to-one: a purely analyti fat;(2) Im(X(Zp)) � H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)is a dense analyti urve. In fat, this is true of every residue diskin X(Zp).(3) Im(H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)) � H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)lies inside a proper losed subvariety.
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(2) and (3) imply thatIm(X(Zp)) \ Im(Hf (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)) � H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)is �nite.Together with (1), get �niteness of X(ZS ).Remark: this strategy is a non-abelian version of Chabauty'smethod, but ould be also be interpreted as a non-Arhimedean,non-abelian realization of Weil's and Lang's intuition.
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Can use the theorem to prove �niteness of S�integral points for-hyperboli urves of genus zero;-ellipti urves with omplex multipliation minus the origin (witha modi�ed fundamental group).
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The dimension hypothesis for general urves follows from `struturetheory of mixed motives'.For example,Fontaine-Mazur onjeture on representations of geometri origin) dimension hypothesis ) Faltings' theorem.
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VI. The Coates-Wiles onnetionThe onstrutions are also non-abelian extensions of the method ofCoates and Wiles.That is, proofs are an extension of:Non-vanishing of L-funtion ) �nitness of Selmer group )�niteness of rational pointsthat was �rst arried out by Coates and Wiles.
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In fat,Finiteness of zeros of p-adi L-funtion ) ontrol of Selmervarieties ) �niteness of integral pointsin the ase of CM ellipti urves.Preise non-vanishing related to e�etivity.
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